Abstract: Parallel manipulator belongs to group of mechanisms with closed kinematic chains. This feature involves both advantages and disadvantages. The study examined the issue of accuracy of a planar system with three degrees of freedom, with revolute pairs, showing the effect of errors of the drives settings on effector positioning deviation. Enclosed is a numerical example for which analyzed the deviation in motion manipulator when going through the singular configuration. Based on the analysis was determined the area around the singular positions for which to obtain the orientation of the assumed accuracy is impossible.
INTRODUCTION
Parallel manipulator belongs to group of mechanisms with closed kinematic chains. This feature involves both advantages and disadvantages. Desirable features include ability to transfer heavy loads, stiffness, accuracy of trajectory mapping (or positions), ability to gain high speed of operating element, which is result of good dynamic properties of the system due to possibility to placing of heavy active elements at the basis. But closure of the kinematic chain significantly reduce range of motion of the effector (Bikhari et al., 2014). Additionally, dividing the work zone, resulting from the range of possible positions of the intermediate elements and active elements on areas dependent on the mutual configuration of the system on subzones achievable for certain mutual configurations of the system elements, causes that moving between the subzones is possible after disassembly and assembly of the mechanism. Division into subzones is caused by occurrence of singular positions from direct kinematics inside of zone indicated by singular positions of inverse kinematics.
The particular configuration of the mechanism, called singular position, influencing on properties of the system -ceases to be effectively controllable (in this configuration the system loses its properties staring from motility, although they are characteristic within all other areas of the working zone). Singular positions appears in many analysis of parallel manipulator movements independently to adopted method of description (Bałchanowski, 2014 ).
SCOPE OF WORK
Scope of this study was to show the impact of the errors of the drive settings on deviation of effector's positioning and orientation. There was examined accuracy of parallel mechanism with three degrees of freedom with rotating kinematics pairs -3RRR. Was done description of configuration of the mechanism and derived deviation equations. The whole was illustrated by an example. Purpose of attached numerical example was to show deviations of effector movement while passing trough singular positions.
DESCRIPTION OF THE MANIPULATOR CONFIGUATION
Studied parallel manipulator contains three kinematic chains connecting the effector 7 with the base (Fig. 1) . Active elements 1, 2, 3 are placed at the base. Intermediate elements 4, 5, 6 connect active elements with effector. Description of the configuration of the mechanism was made using absolute coordinates. Every element was bound with local coordinate, which position and orientation described with vector = [  ] are the same as position of element . Configuration of the mechanism is described then by the following system:
First group of equations Φ describes chains of kinematic pairs, second group is kinematic motion describing movement of active elements Φ , where ={1,2} depending on direct or inverse kinematic.
After differentiation of equation (1) velocity equation is given as
This record is compatible with the derivatives of the Lagrangian symbology, wherein the index t is the time derivative and Φ is jacobian Φ = ∂Φ / ∂ .
After transformation equation (2) takes the form
It should be noted that equation (3) has solution for det (Φ )  0, otherwise there is singular position.
ACCURACY ANALYSIS
An important property of the system is accuracy of realization of the movement of the passive element (Briot and Starting from equation (1) using the variance of function of pair chains Φ , deviations are determined
where
Similar to vector of variables it is possible to distinguish vectors of conditional deviations and uninfluenced deviations as:
Deviations vector δ is given value coming from type of used drivers and control system. After taking into account (5) equation (4) transforms to
and allows to find conditional deviations from equation:
the equation has unique solution for det (Φ )  0. Equation (7) allows to determine deviations of point P in relation to nominal positions under condition of knowledge of value and sign of drives setting error δ . Because at stage theoretical considerations information about used drive and control system (errors of setting of active elements) is not available, then the maximum deviation values are determined resulting from errors of setting of drives basing on relation (8)
In equation (8) 
Values of influence factors from individual drives are determined basing on known components of vector δ , while calculating influence of setting error of drive δ ), remaining two has value of zero: δ = δ = 0 for ,  . Value of influence factor depends only on configuration of the system and allows the accuracy analyze independent from values of errors of setting of individual drives.
CALCULATION EXAMPLE
Model described above was implemented into mechanism described on Fig. 2 , which dimensions are presented in Tab. 1. In order to use method described above, condition of solution of equation (7) 
Tab. 1. Dimensions of the analyzed manipulator
which corresponds to the value of determinant of Jacobian matrix for direct kinematic.
Fig. 2. Realized trajectory
Singular positions of direct kinematic are possible to determine for planar kinematic systems with three degree of freedom using their graphic interpretation (Fig. 3) . 
Fig. 3. Supporting mechanisms
After implementation of additional elements, mobility of supporting mechanisms for: n=11, p1=14, p2=0 is equal to:
For known orientation of effector degree of freedom is 1, which indicates continuity of singular configuration for given orientation. Working area for chosen orientation of effector with singular positions is presented on Fig. 4 .
In this situation answer for question about value of deviations of positions and orientation of effector caused by errors of setting of the drives require specific analyze. Because usage of equation (7) throughout the range of motion expected it was decided, that analyze basing on solving of direct kinematic for nominal values of setting of the drives will be performed, and then the solution of a direct kinematic for all conceivable variations of displacement settings of the three drives. This is the basis for the adoption of additional procedures for analyzing all the deviations and selecting maximum disadvantageous of their systems, which in turn allows to specify the range of possible trajectory deviations. For this purpose algorithm was built (Fig. 5) . Analyze of the accuracy of realization of the trajectory was determined as the difference between the nominal values of the position and orientation of the effector and the designated coordinates of the point P and the orientation Θ 3 of specific effector assumed with misalignment of the drives. Near the singular positions algorithm for the positions go on polynomial record, where the variable was the angle of orientation of the platform Θ 3 . The displacement values of the drives set were assumed on the level of  =0.001rad.
In Tab. 2 were shown parameters of realized trajectory, where is starting point, is the point from which traffic moves at a constant speed ,
-the point at which braking occurs, In the Tab. 2 shows the parameters of the realized trajectory, the is the starting point, point from which traffic is moving at a constant velocity , -the point at which braking occurs, -staging point lasting for the duration of , followed by return to the . The results show that the trajectory in the working area with singular positions deviation of positioning and orientation of the effector dramatically increases. Fig. 6 shows the resulting deviation of the effector orientation.
Fig. 6. Deviation of orientation ΔΘ 3
Permissible error of effector orientation was adopted at 3 o . Such an approach entails a condition limiting the permissible zone. Basing on the analysis was defined area around the singular positions, for which achievement of orientation at predetermined accuracy is not possible (hatched in Fig. 8) .
Working area for the orientation of the effector ΔΘ 3 =50 o has been significantly reduced. Practically the entire central portion is not available.
CONCLUSION
The study examined the issue of accuracy of the parallel mechanism with three degrees of freedom -3
. After derivation of equation of the deviation a numerical example was presented, for which is given manipulator working zone with different orientations including singular positions of the direct kinematics. Purpose of attached numerical example was to show deviations of effector movement while passing trough singular positions.
Based on the analysis was determined the area around the singular positions for which to obtain the orientation of the assumed accuracy is impossible (hatched in Fig. 8 ). Work area for effector orientation ΔΘ 3 =50 o has been significantly reduced. Practically the entire central portion is not available. This points to the need for a significant limitations and such a small work area of analyzed manipulator, which may preclude it from practical applications.
